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DISTRICT: SONITPUR 

IN THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST 

CLASS, SONITPUR, TEZPUR       

                                        

G.R. Case No. 168/2012 

U/Ss. 448/506/352 IPC 

 

   SH. HIRANYA SAIKIA 

   S/O SH. HAREN SAIKIA 

   VILL: KOCHARIGAON 

   P.S: SOOTEA 

   DISTRICT: SONITPUR 

   ASSAM                                                    - ACCUSED 

   

VERSUS 

   STATE OF ASSAM                           - PROSECUTOR 

 

                       PRESENT:  JAYASHREE BORA, AJS 

                                 JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS  

                                 SONITPUR, TEZPUR 

 

ADVOCATES APPEARED 

FOR THE PROSECUTION: Sh. Hemendra Bora, Learned APP 

                FOR THE ACCUSED: Sh. A.K. Saikia, Learned Counsel 

                                                                                                                                  

OFFENCE EXPLAINED ON: 25/06/13 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 03/11/14, 28/01/15, 05/08/15, 

12/10/15 
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JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 01/12/15 
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JUDGMENT 

1. Filtering the unnecessary details, the prosecution case 

as revealed from the ejahar in brief is that on 18/01/12 at 

around 10 PM, the accused, taking the advantage of 

darkness, allegedly concealed himself near the house of 

the informant, that is, PW1. At that time PW2 (wife of 

PW1) venturing outside witnessed the accused so 

concealing himself and raised an alarm. The boys 

conducted a search but on their failure to notice, returned 

to their respective homes. But at 11 PM, when PW1 

stepped outside, the accused armed with a dao entered 

their house. At this PW2 raised a hue and cry and PW1 

snatched away the dao from the hand of the accused and 

the accused came running towards him. The mobile phone 

of the accused was left behind. On hue and cry being 

raised the father and brother of the accused arrived and 

took the accused along with them.  

2. In connection with the aforesaid incident, PW1 lodged 

an ejahar at Sootea P.S on 19/01/12. On receipt of the 

FIR, the police registered Sootea P.S. case No. 07/12 u/ss. 

457/506 IPC and conducted investigation into the matter. 

On completion of investigation, the police laid charge 

sheet against the accused u/ss. 447/506 IPC.  

3. In due course the accused entered his appearance in 

response to the process issued. Copies of relevant 

documents were furnished to the accused in accordance 

with Sec. 207 CrPC. Substance of accusations u/ss. 

448/506/352 IPC were read over and explained to the 

accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried.  

4. During trial, the prosecution examined 4 witnesses, 

exhibited 4 documents and closed its evidence. On 

completion of prosecution evidence, the statement of the 
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accused was recorded u/s. 313 CrPC. Defence did not 

adduce any evidence.  

5. Upon hearing both the parties and perusal of the 

records, the points for determination have been 

formulated as follows- 

(i) Whether the accused on 18/01/12 at around 11 PM, 

committed house trespass by unlawfully entering into or 

unlawfully remaining in the house of the informant with 

intent to commit an offence of criminal trespass and 

house trespass and thereby committed an offence 

punishable u/s. 448 IPC? 

(ii) Whether the accused on the aforesaid day and time, 

committed criminal intimidation by threatening the 

informant and the victim with injury to their person with 

intent to cause alarm to them and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s. 506 IPC? 

(iii) Whether the accused on the aforesaid day and time, 

assaulted or used criminal force to the informant, and 

thereby committed an offence punishable u/s. 352 IPC? 

Discussion, Decision and Reasons for Decision  

6. I have gone through the evidence on record and heard 

the learned counsels on both sides and I shall now discuss 

and decide the points formulated.  

EVIDENCE ON RECORD 

7. Testifying as PW1, the informant deposed that he 

knows the accused. On 18/01/12 at around 10 PM, the 

accused entered his house carrying a dao in his hand. 

Before the accused had so entered, his wife PW2 had 

gone out to urinate. At that time she saw outside a thing 

resembling the shadow of a human being. On her raising 

hue and cry, people from the vicinity gathered. PW1 
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further deposed that he saw that the shadow was of the 

accused and raced after him.  On being chased, the 

accused concealed himself. Except one or two, the rest of 

the people went away. PW1 then returned to his house. 

When he went to the toilet, the accused entered his house 

carrying a dao in his hand. Then PW2 raised a hue and 

cry. PW1 pushed the accused and snatched the dao from 

his hand. PW2 started wailing and once again the people 

from the vicinity gathered. Before the arrival of the 

people, the accused threatened PW1 that he would slice 

him into pieces. The mobile phone and dao of the accused 

were left behind in their house. The accused fled away 

from the midst of the people. Next day on 19th January, 

PW1 lodged an ejahar against the accused at Sootea P.S. 

He identified Exhibit 1 as the ejahar and Exhibit 1(1) as 

his signature. The police arrived on the following day of 

lodging the ejahar and seized the mobile phone and the 

dao. Exhibit 2 is the seizure list and Exhibit 2(2) is his 

signature. He identified MR No. 1 as the dao and MR No. 2 

as the mobile phone.  

8. In his cross examination PW1 stated that he does not 

know whether at the time of seizure of the mobile phone 

or prior to that the mobile phone was active and whether 

there was any SIM card in the mobile. He did not have 

any contact with the accused through mobile phone. He 

had not seen the mobile in the hands of the accused 

earlier. The house adjacent to his house belongs to one 

Anup Saikia and the next house is of the accused. He had 

not seen MR No. 1, that is the dao in the house of the 

accused or in the hands of the accused earlier. He resides 

as a tenant in the house of Sarat Mandal and there is 

homestead on the backside of his rented house. He does 

not know who actually owns the homestead. The 

homestead has a bamboo fencing as well as bamboos. He 
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does not know who has built the bamboo fencing or who 

has cut the bamboos in the homestead. At the time of the 

incident, all four sides of the house had bamboo fencing 

around it. He denied the suggestion that MR No. 1 is not 

the dao of the accused. He denied that the dao is not the 

one snatched from the accused. At the time of the 

incident they were preparing to sleep. The family 

members of his neighbour Lalit Saikia had not gone to 

sleep at that time. No one saw his wife going to the toilet. 

Eight to ten people could not catch hold of the accused by 

crossing the fencing of the backside. The accused hid 

himself in the darkness. Pranab Saikia, Jaan Saikia, 

Hemango Hazarika, Lalit Saikia, Baap Kalita, Dudu and 

others had chased the accused. On being unable to find 

the accused, they went back to their respective houses. 

After the people had left, he entered his house and had a 

talk with PW2. After about fifteen minutes, he opened the 

door and stepped outside. That night he did not inform 

the police nor did he ask anyone else to inform the police.  

9. PW1 denied the suggestion that he is not on talking 

terms with the accused as he is a member of the 

Congress. He stated that he and PW2 identified the 

shadow as that of the accused. He denied that they had 

only suspected the shadow to be that of the accused. He 

denied that on hearing hue and cry, the accused too had 

come along with the other people. He denied that 

everybody had beaten up the accused on the basis of 

suspicion. He denied that the people asked him to lodge 

this case thinking that the incident might assume a 

different turn as the accused was beaten up and injured. 

He stated that the police did not interrogate him at his 

house. He was interrogated at the time of lodging of the 

FIR. When he took PW2 to the police station on the 

following day of lodging of the ejahar, the police did not 
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interrogate him. The statement of PW2 was recorded in 

the house during his absence.  

10. PW1 admitted that he has not mentioned about 

witnessing the shadow of a human being in the ejahar. He 

denied not mentioning in the ejahar the fact that PW2 had 

identified the person concealing himself as the accused. 

He denied not stating before the police the fact that PW2 

had seen something like a shadow. He denied not stating 

before the police about one or two people staying back. 

He denied not stating before the police about approaching 

the accused from behind his back and catching hold of his 

dao.  

11. PW1 further stated that he does not remember 

whether or not he had stated before the police about the 

accused threatening him to slice him into pieces. He 

denied the suggestion that the accused was not hiding at 

the courtyard of his house at night. He denied that the 

person so hiding was not the accused. He denied that the 

people chased the accused after crossing over the fencing. 

He denied that the accused had not entered his house 

carrying a dao in his hand. He denied that the accused did 

not come carrying a dao. He denied that he had not 

lodged an ejahar at the police station on 19/01/12. 

12. In her examination-in-chief PW2 identified the accused 

standing in the dock. The first informant is her husband. 

The incident took place in the year 2012 two days after 

Magh Bihu. It was around 9.30 PM. At that time she was 

at her house. Her husband and elder son were watching 

television inside the house. She stepped outside the house 

and saw that a man was standing under the tree. On 

seeing him, she was frightened and she screamed and 

went inside her house. On her raising hue and cry, people 
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from the vicinity gathered. The man hid himself near the 

pond. On lighting torch, he ran away.  

13. PW2 further stated that at around 11.30 PM, PW1 

went out of the house and left the door ajar. The accused 

entered the house carrying a mobile and a dao in his 

hands and tried to hack her and her child. Then she raised 

a hue and cry. On hearing the same, PW1 arrived after 

snatching the dao from the hand of the accused, pushed  

him away. On hearing the scream, people from the vicinity 

reassembled. The accused person’s father Sh. Haren 

Saikia and brother arrived and beat up the accused. On 

the following day, PW1 lodged an ejahar at the police 

station. 

14. In her cross examination PW2 stated that the house of 

the accused is situated next to another house from their 

house. The accused does not frequent their house. They 

have no acquaintance with the accused. She does not 

know the accused in person or his name from before. She 

could not recognize the person standing under the tree. 

After he had fled away, they had garnered the suspicion 

that he might be the accused. When she screamed, the 

people from the vicinity arrived and they flashed the torch 

light. She does not know who amongst them had flashed 

the torch light. She has stated before the police about the 

torch but the police did not seize the same. When she 

screamed at the first instance, people had started coming 

in one or two numbers for around half an hour. She did 

not notice whether those people were carrying any lathi or 

dao as she was attending to her son. At the first instance, 

the people had left after an hour after conducting search. 

She and PW2, between themselves, suspected the 

accused to be Hiranya Saikia but did not disclose anything 

about the same to anyone else. Though the people had 
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asked them who could the person be, they did not 

disclose anything about their suspicion to any one.  

15. PW2 denied the suggestion that hearing the hue and 

cry at night, the accused too had gathered at the spot 

along with others carrying a dao in his hands. PW2 denied 

the suggestion that as the accused was under suspicion, 

the dao from the hand of the accused was snatched when 

he came close to their house. PW2 denied the suggestion 

that on the basis of suspicion, though they intended the 

accused to be beaten up by the people, the father of the 

accused arrived at the scene and took him along.  

16. PW2 further stated that PW1 lodged the ejahar on the 

next day of the incident and the police came and 

interrogated her. The police seized the dao and mobile on 

the same being deposited by PW1 at the police station. 

PW2 denied the suggestion that PW1 had not deposited 

the mobile and the dao at the police station on the 

following day of the incident.  

17. PW2 denied not stating before the I/O about a man 

standing under the tree, about  the man hiding near the 

pond, about the accused entering the house and intending 

to hack her and her child, about the family members of 

Sh. Haren Saikia frequenting their house as neighbours. 

She denied that the ejahar was not lodged at Sootea P.S. 

just the following day of the occurrence. PW2 denied that 

the case was lodged on falsehood. PW2 denied having 

close terms with the family of the accused. PW2 denied 

that they did not approve of the accused frequenting their 

house and in order to prohibit his visits in the future, they 

had falsely implicated the accused.  

18. In his evidence-in-chief PW3 stated that he knows the 

complainant who resides close to his house. He knows the 

accused as well. Around 3 years ago, the complainant’s 
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wife raised an alarm crying that a thief had appeared and 

the village youngsters, armed with lathi and dao, 

rummaged around the homestead of the complainant. The 

accused in the dock was one amongst those youngsters. 

The complainant saw the accused and presuming that the 

accused was the thief engaged in a verbal altercation and 

scuffle with the accused. Thereafter the complainant 

lodged a case at the police station. The police arrived at 

the place of occurrence and seized a dao. Exhibit 2 is the 

seizure list whereon Exhibit 2(2) is his signature. He 

identified material Exhibit A as the seized dao.  

19. In his cross examination PW3 stated that while raising 

alarm about the thief, the complainant’s wife did not take 

anyone’s name. On hearing her cries, the people arrived 

and looked around but did not find anybody. The accused 

and the complainant share a cordial relationship. When 

the people had gathered, the accused had also arrived 

along with his brother and father. The verbal altercation 

and the pushing and shoving with the accused ensued 

after he was suspected to be the thief.  

20. PW3 further stated that he had signed on Exhibit 2 at 

the house of the complainant on the following morning. At 

that time there were around 20 people. At the time of 

signing, the A.S.I. had shown him the dao and then had 

taken his signature. PW3 stated that he does not know to 

whom the dao belonged and from whom the same was 

brought by the police. On the day of the incident many of 

the people had gathered carrying dao in their hands. 

While taking his signature the police did not show him 

anything else apart from the dao.  

21. PW4 is the Investigating Officer. 
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APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE 

22. The defence plea is that the accused has been falsely 

implicated on the basis of suspicion. It is also pleaded that 

the informant and his wife did not approve of the accused 

frequenting their house and in order to forbid his visits, 

they had falsely implicated the accused. In support of his 

arguments for the acquittal of the accused, the learned 

defence counsel has placed reliance on 1991 CRI.L.J. 429 

Supreme Court, (1996) 2 Gauhati Law Reports 79, 2011 

CRI.L.J. 1844 Gauhati High Court, 2010 CRI.L.J. 805 

Gauhati High Court and (1996) 2 Gauhati Law Reports 99.  

23. The line of defence in terms of the specific admissions 

and denials may be pointed out as follows- 

(i) The defence has not disputed the date and time of the 

occurrence. The occurrence is admitted to have taken 

place on 18/01/12 at around 10 PM.  

(ii) As far as the presence of the accused at the place of 

occurrence (PO) is concerned, the defence has taken two 

contradictory stands. In his examination u/s. 313 CrPC the 

accused stated that he was not present at the place of 

occurrence. However, the suggestions put to the PWs 

during their cross examination are to the effect that on 

hearing hue and cry the accused too had arrived at the PO 

along with other people carrying a dao in his hands.  

(iii) The date of lodging of the ejahar is under challenge. 

According to the defence, though the ejahar is dated 

19/01/12, it was received and registered on 21/01/12.  

24. Wading through the evidence of PW1 and PW2 vis-a-

vis the ejahar, it is perceptible that the testimonies of 

these two PWs are fraught with contradictions as well as 

assertions of incomprehensible nature. In his evidence 

PW1 stated that on 18/01/12 at around 10 PM, the 
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accused entered his house carrying a dao in his hand. 

Before the accused had so entered, his wife PW2 had 

gone out to attend the call of nature. At that time she saw 

outside a thing resembling the shadow of a human being. 

On the other hand, in her evidence PW2 stated that 

stepping outside the house she had seen a man standing 

under the tree. Again as per the ejahar, venturing outside 

PW2 had witnessed the accused concealing himself. Thus 

there are three different versions emanating from the 

ejahar and the evidence of PW1 and PW2 on the score 

that the accused had allegedly hid himself near the house 

of the informant on the night of the occurrence.  

25. According to PW2 on seeing the man standing under 

the tree she was panic stricken and she screamed and 

went inside the house. On her raising an alarm the people 

from the vicinity gathered. The man hid himself near the 

pond and on the torch light being flashed, he took to his 

heels. From PW2’s evidence especially the fact that she 

has not named the accused and has chosen to refer to 

him as “the man concealing himself”, what is established 

is that she never saw the accused hiding himself outside 

the house. Therefore, the assertion in the ejahar that 

venturing outside PW2 had witnessed the accused 

concealing himself appears to be an after thought.  

26. According to PW1 he saw that the shadow was that of 

the accused and raced after him. The people who had 

gathered at the PO on hearing PW2’s cries too joined him. 

On being chased the accused concealed himself. However 

it is not comprehensible as to how PW1 recognized the 

accused given that the occurrence took place in the month 

of January at 10 PM when it must have been a foggy dark 

night thereby raising doubts on the visual ability of PW1 to 

identify the accused. Moreover, by his own account PW1 

had seen only a shadow of the accused. It is beyond one’s 
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comprehension as to how one can identify a person simply 

from his shadow. It is not in the evidence of PW1 that he 

had identified the accused by his voice or otherwise.   

27. According to PW1 the accused had hidden himself and 

Pranab Saikia, Jaan Saikia, Hemango Hazarika, Lalit 

Saikia, Baap Kalita, Dudu and others had chased the 

accused. On being unable to trace out the accused, they 

retruned to their respective houses. The prosecution has 

examined Lalit Saikia as PW3. According to him around 3 

years ago, the complainant’s wife raised an alarm crying 

that a thief had appeared and the village youngsters, 

armed with lathi and dao, rummaged around the 

homestead of the complainant. The accused in the dock 

was one amongst those youngsters. The complainant saw 

the accused and presuming that the accused was the thief 

engaged in a verbal altercation and scuffle with the 

accused. Thereafter the complainant lodged a case at the 

police station. 

28. The testimonies of PW1 and PW2 thus receive no 

corroboration from the evidence of the independent 

witness, that is PW3. In fact, the conclusion that PW2 

never saw the accused concealing himself near the house 

gets fortified in view of the evidence of PW3 to the effect 

that PW2 had raised an alarm crying that a thief had 

appeared without taking anyone’s name.  

29. In her cross examination PW2 has stated that she 

could not recognize the person standing under the tree. 

After he had fled away, they had garnered the suspicion 

that he might be the accused. When she screamed, the 

people from the vicinity arrived and they flashed the torch 

light. However, no torch light has been seized by the I/O. 

Moreover, when the night of the occurrence was 
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presumably foggy, it would naturally be very difficult to 

identify the accused even with the aid of torchlight.  

30. Furthermore, in her cross examination PW2 stated 

that at the first instance, the people had left after an hour 

after conducting search. She and PW1 suspected the 

accused to be Hiranya Saikia but did not disclose anything 

about the same to anyone else. Though the people had 

asked them who could the person be, they did not 

disclose anything about their suspicion to any one. Thus 

PW2 has admitted that she and PW1 kept their 

deliberations to themselves and their needle of suspicion 

pointed towards the accused. It is difficult to understand 

as to what influenced them to keep such an important 

piece of information as to their suspicion under wraps and 

did not reveal the same to the people who had assembled 

to help them.  

31. According to PW1 when he went to the toilet, the 

accused entered his house carrying a dao in his hand. 

Then PW2 raised a hue and cry. PW1 pushed the accused 

and snatched the dao from his hand. PW2 started wailing 

and once again the people from the vicinity gathered. 

Before the arrival of the people, the accused threatened 

PW1 that he would slice him into pieces. The mobile 

phone and dao of the accused were left behind in their 

house. The accused fled away from the midst of the 

people. In his cross examination PW1 stated that he does 

not remember whether or not he had stated before the 

police about the accused threatening him to slice him into 

pieces. In his evidence the I/O confirmed that PW1 did 

not state before him that the accused that threatened him 

by saying that he would slice him into pieces. Such an 

assertion also does not find place in the ejahar. 

Considering that it was a vital piece of information so as 

to sustain the conviction of the accused u/s. 506 IPC, the 
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omission on the part of PW1 to state the same before the 

I/O amounts to contradiction.  

32.  In her evidence PW2 stated that at around 11.30 PM, 

PW1 went out of the house and left the door ajar. The 

accused entered the house carrying a mobile and a dao in 

his hands and tried to hack her and her child. The I/O 

confirmed that such a fact was not stated by PW2 during 

her examination u/s. 161 CrPC. This is an omission to 

state a vital fact amounting to contradiction.  

33. In her examination PW2 stated that the house of the 

accused is situated one house away from their house. She 

further deposed that the accused did not frequent their 

house. However, it is in the evidence of PW3 that the 

accused and the complainant share a cordial relationship. 

When the people had gathered, the accused had also 

arrived along with his brother and father and therefore it 

cannot be held that the presence of the accused at the PO 

amounted to criminal trespass. Furthermore PW3 has also 

stated that the complainant saw the accused and 

presuming that the accused was the thief engaged in a 

verbal altercation and scuffle with the accused. 

34. Perusal of Exhibit 1 shows that the ejahar is dated 

19/01/12 but it was registered on 21/01/12 while the 

occurrence was on 18/01/12. The prosecution has failed 

to explain these discrepancies.  

35. Scrutinizing the evidence led before the court I am 

persuaded to arrive at the conclusion that it would be 

unsafe to sustain the conviction of the accused based on 

the testimonies of the PWs full of contradictions galore 

and the accused deserves benefit of doubt. As such all the 

points for determination are answered in the negative in 

favour of the accused.  
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ORDER 

36. It is held that the prosecution has failed to prove 

beyond reasonable doubt that the accused has committed 

the offence punishable u/ss. 448/506/352 IPC. As such 

the accused is acquitted of the charge u/ss. 448/506/352 

IPC and he is set at liberty fort with. 

37. The bail bonds of the accused and his surety shall 

remain in force for six months from today in compliance 

with Sec. 437-A, CrPC. 

38. Case is disposed of on contest.  

Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this 1st 

day of December 2015 at Tezpur.         

 

 

                                                               Jayashree Bora 
                                           Judicial Magistrate First Class                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                           Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT: 

Exhibit 1- Ejahar 

Exhibit 2- Seizure list 

Exhibit 3- Charge sheet 

Exhibit 4- Sketch map 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS: 

NONE 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES: 

PW1- Sh. Trailukya Mahanta 

PW2- Smt. Jurimoni Mahanta 

PW3- Sh. Lalit Saikia 

PW4- Sh. Tuseswar Baruah 

DEFENCE WITNESS(S): 

NONE 

 

                                                                                                                                         

Jayashree Bora 

                                         Judicial Magistrate First Class 

         Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

 

 


